Microblading Pricing
_______
Microblading Total: $450
Deposit: $150 (Required to book, must have a 48 hour cancelation, non-refundable)
Initial Appointment: $300 ($150 Deposit is applied at this appointment, so you pay $150 day of
appointment)
8 week Touch Up: $150
Annual Color Boost: $250

Microblading Process/FAQ
________
What is microblading?
Microblading is a semi-permanent procedure for enhancing the appearance of sparse or thinning
brows. Pigment is deposited by way of "scratching" into the top layer of skin using a hand tool with a
blade formed of tiny needles. Microblading creates a very natural looking eyebrow for those with little
or no brows. Microblading lasts anywhere from 12-18 months, but varies form person to person.
(MUST BE 18 TO RECEIVE THIS SERVICE)

What is the process like?
Before Treatment: An in depth consultation will be performed at the time of your appointment to help
you understand expectations and access your skins suitability for microblading. A consent form will be
filled out to make sure we have all of the medical information needed to perform the procedure. All
colors and shapes are tailored to each individual person. Your photo will be taken before we begin. We
will first draw on the shape and get the perfect measurements, color, and shape you desire. After
getting your approval we will apply two topical anesthetics Ro make sure you are comfortable during
the procedure.
During treatment: A topical anesthetic is re-applied to keep you comfortable. A hand tool with fine
needles will be used to implant dermatologically tested and state of the art pigment into the skin.

After Treatment: When the treatment is finished photos will be taken and after care cream will be
applied. You will be advised on after care and given an after care bag. The treatment area may feel
sensitive.
Follow Up Treatment: You will be booked for your follow up visit to complete all adjustments no sooner
than 8 weeks from your initial treatment. This is the perfecting visit.
First appointment “Foundation session”
Second appointment “perfecting session”

Will you have to remove my natural brow hair?
No, this technique looks best when blended with your own natural brow hairs. It makes
it look more realistic.
***NOTICE*** If you have little to no brow hairs this procedure will look more 2D than 3D, but is still a
nice alternative to a solid block look from tattooing or makeup alone.

Will 3D Eyebrows work well for me?
If you have extremely thick oily skin, the 3D eyebrow technique may NOT work well for you but we are
happy to do it for you as long as you have a realistic expectation. The constant production of oil will
cause the hair strokes to heal with a diffused, softer look. Your end result will look more powdered than
you would expect. If additional touchups are needed there will be a charge. If you are a frequent
smoker, your pigment will fade sooner.
Unhealthy compromised skin due to health issues, medications and over use of (anti-aging, acne
skincare, or anything with the ingredients acid etc...) are all factors in the outcome. To keep your hair
strokes looking good, a refresher appointment is suggested every year. Results vary with each client and
health of skin.

Do you offer a consultation for this service?
We offer a 15 consultation to help you determine if you are a candidate for this service if you are
unsure. An extensive consultation including medical history, color & shape preference, etc. is built into
the procedure time. See, What is the process like?, above

Will results vary?
Healed results are not guaranteed and will vary from person to person. Color retention and overall
results will be different for everyone. Factors such as sun exposure, skin type, aftercare, skin tone, and
lifestyle determine how your brows will look once healed. Some people may need more than two
sessions to achieve their desired brow, due to stubborn skin, improper aftercare, etc. . Any additional
sessions will be charged accordingly.
If a dramatic look is desired powder or pencil may still be required to fill in your brows. The ultimate goal
is to have more balanced natural looking eyebrows.

How often will I need to get my brows touched up?
Since this is a semi permanent procedure it is likely to fade over time to some degree. A touch up is
recommended at least once a year to keep them looking their best. We refer to this as an annual color
boost. Please check the services page for current pricing on annual color boosts.

Refund Policy : Microblading is considered a cosmetic and voluntary procedure. Results cannot be
guaranteed. Our artists are highly trained and certified to service each client. We do not offer refunds
for this service. With the exception of an allergic reaction which must be determined by a doctor or us
within 24-48 hours. You will be required to agree to these terms during your consultation via written
consent.

THIS PROCEDURE IS NOT RIGHT FOR YOU IF...
______________
*You have a Heart Condition/Pace Maker/Defibrillator
*You "keloid" scar (raised scarring), you need to ask your doctor
*You're a hemophiliac
*You're pregnant or breastfeeding
* You are on these medications:
***If you are any of these medications, you will bleed and the pigment WILL NOT retain***

Triflusal (Disgren)
Clopidogrel (Plavix)
Prasugrel (Effient)
Ticagrelor (Brilinta)
Ticlopidine (Ticlid)
Cilostazol (Pletal)
Vorapaxar (Zontivity)
Dipyridamole (Persantine
Coumadin
Pradaxia (dibigatran)
Xarelto (rivaraxaban)
Eliquis (apixaban)

SOME CONTRAINDICATIONS FOR MICROBLADING
________
Any of the contraindications with (Addendum required) next to them mean we may consider you for
microblading. Do not hesitate to call with questions or schedule a complimentary consultation. (636)
939-2229 Mid Rivers OR (636)946-2805 West Clay
*Cirrhosis of the Liver
(Susceptible to infection)
*Surgical Forehead/Brow lift
(Scar tissue will prevent proper healing)
*Shingles-Have you EVER had shingles on your face
(No exceptions. PMU will not be performed as the procedure could cause a flare up)
* Eczema, Psoriasis or Dermatitis in or around the brow area

(Constant flaking/itching/irritation/shedding of skin)
*Oily or severely oily skin (Addendum required)
(The hair strokes will appear more blended, solid or not retain at all)
*Large pores on your forehead & in the brow area (Addendum required)
(Pigment will blur/blend in large pores looking powdered)
*Hemophilia-Bleeding Disorder
*Menopause (Considered)
If you have hot flashes during the procedure, the pigment will not retain and Mary may have to stop.
(You will be required to sign and addendum prior to procedure)
*If your body runs hot
*Platelet Disorders-Aggregation Disorders
An aggregation disorder is when platelets do not bind with fibrinogen and other proteins in order to
stick to other platelets. As a result the platelets cannot form a plug to stop the bleeding from a damaged
blood vessel.
*Moles/raised areas in or around the brow area
(Pigment will not be put into anything raised; we can still work around the area)
*Deep wrinkles in the brow area
(The Hair Strokes will not lie properly in the creases, giving the brow an uneven look)
*Hair transplant for your eyebrows
(Pigment will not take in the scar tissue where the plugs were placed)
*Thyroid condition and taking medication for this condition (Addendum required)
(Hypo, Hyper Susceptible, Graves Disease, Hashimotos)
*Rosacea (severe reddening of the face) (Addendum required)
*Fitzpatrick Skin types 1 (red heads/white skin/light eyes) (Addendum required)
Due to hypersensitivity the skin does not take the pigment well.
*On Accutane (acne medicine) within the last year

*Any type of Organ Transplant or Anti-Rejection Medications
*Auto Immune Disorder of any kind (MS, RA, Lupus or the like)
(Due to the medicines to treat these diseases, pigment will not retain)
*List medicines currently taking including all vitamins.
(NO FISH OIL 2 WEEKS PRIOR)
*MRSA (can be very contagious)
*Extremely Thin skin
(Transparent or Translucent or very vascular)
*Frequent Exercise (4-7 days per week) (Addendum required)
(Due to the frequent production of sweat (salt), the pigment WILL NOT retain, fade very quickly, appear
blurred or change in color)
*Let us know if you have had an allergic reaction to a topical anesthetic before.
*If you have previous tattooing/microblading on your brows (Consultation required)
THESE CONTRAINDICATIONS CAN ALSO PRESENT LATER IN LIFE.
PERFORMED AND/OR AN ADDENDUM WILL BE REQUIRED.

FUTURE PROCEDURES MAY NOT BE

Microblading Pre-Care
_______
•Do not work out 24 hours before procedure.
•NO alcohol or caffeine 24 hours before procedure (Yes, there is caffeine in decaf coffee and tea!).
•Avoid sun and tanning one week prior to procedure.
•Do not take Aspirin, Niacin, Vitamin E or Advil/Ibuprofen 24 hours before procedure.
•Avoid power shakes and power greens, Fish Oil, and "Hair, Skin, Nail" supplements 24 hours prior to
procedure.
•Discontinue Glycolics, Chemical Peels and Retin-A 4 weeks prior.
•Refrain from use of any Alpha Hydroxy Acid (AHA) products close to the eyebrow area 2 weeks prior to
and 2 weeks after your procedure. Check your moisturizer, facewash BB or CC creams and makeup

primers for anything that says acid.
•No brow waxing or tinting one week prior
•Please Note: You will be more sensitive during your menstrual cycle as well.
•You have to be off any kind of Accutane for 1 year. NO Exceptions!
•NO GRANDE BROWS OR LATISSE ON BROWS -Lash hair growing serum (Discontinue for min of 3 weeks)
•IF YOU GET FILLERS, THEY SHOULD BE DONE 6 WEEKS PRIOR TO YOUR SCHEDULED PROCEDURE OR
DONE 6 WEEKS AFTER THE PROCEDURE.
•IF YOU USE BOTOX, IT SHOULD BE PERFORMED EITHER 2 WEEKS PRIOR TO YOUR SCHEDULED
PROCEDURE OR 2 WEEKS AFTER YOUR PROCEDURE.
•AVOID POWER SHAKES AND POWER GREENS 3 DAYS PRIOR TO PROCEDURE, CAUSES BLOOD THINNING
AND HEAVY BLEEDING!

Microblading Aftercare
________
NO MOISTURE! NO WATER! NO SWEAT! NO SUN! For 10 days! Keeping them dry helps them retain
color, retain detail, and the strokes stay crisp.
•For 2 days after the procedure no showers. Makeup wipes and dry shampoo will be your best friends.
•After 2 days you may resume showering, but before showering use clean hands to apply a thin layer of
Vaseline on your brows. Still try to avoid putting your face directly under the shower head or steam.
Once you are out of the shower use a paper towel to gently blot your brows until they are bone dry.
•When washing your face use a wash cloth to wash around the brows instead of splashing water directly
into your face.
•Wash face with makeup wipes so no water drips on the brows, and no washing hair in shower, brows
might get wet, so just use dry shampoo or go get them washed at a salon or lay back in your bath to
wash your hair so eyebrows do not get wet for the first 10 days
•No gym or sweating for 10 days. This includes things like yoga that will heat you up from the inside. To
maintain color and crisp strokes this is crucial.
•No cosmetics on the brow area for AT LEAST 10-14 days

•After 10 days you may begin to wash your face as usual making sure to use a gentle cleanser.

What to avoid doing after microblading
_________
•DO NOT rub, pick or scratch the treated area. Let any scabbing or dry skin naturally exfoliate off.
Picking can cause scarring and pigment loss!
•COMPLETELY avoid direct sun exposure and tanning beds for a minimum of 4 weeks after your
procedure. Direct sunlight can cause the pigment to change color while it is healing and can also cause
hyper pigmentation and scarring.
•Avoid pool, sauna, steam rooms, steamy hot showers and/or steamy hot baths for 3 weeks.
•Avoid sleeping on your face/brows for the first 10 days.
•NO facials, chemical treatments and microdermabrasion for 4 weeks.
•NO brow waxing,threading, or hair removal products until healing is finished (4-6 weeks)
•After 10 days, once the area has healed completely, consider using sunblock when going out in the sun
to stop the color from fading.
•Eyebrow tinting should not be undertaken for 2 weeks after your procedure.
•Avoid Retin-A, Chemical Peels and Microderms around the brow area once healed.
•AVOID ANY SKINCARE THAT HAS THE WORDS "ACID" "RETIN A" "GLYCOL" ON THE AREA TREATED! Look
in your foundations and primers too, its in things that say "long lasting" or "Forever"
•Avoid sweating for a full 10 days. Any physical effort, gym, hot weather, any other activity that may
cause sweating through or on the brows will cause the "hair strokes" to blur under the skin, there is no
fixing this.

EYEBROWS- Typical Effects
________
Day1-2: The eyebrows are approximately 20 to 25% darker and bolder in width than they will be when
healed. Your skin is red under the pigment which causes the color of the pigment to appear darker.
There is some swelling, although difficult to see due to the thickness of the skin in the eyebrow area.
This will subside. Exfoliation, which begins in a few days, will cause the excess pigment surrounding the
eyebrow procedure to flake away and a more narrow appearance will result. New skin will heal over the
pigmented area and result in a softer appearance of your eyebrows. Don’t be concerned that your
eyebrows initially appear darker and heavier in size than you desire. This is all part of the process.
Day3: Eyebrows will start to itch and will appear a bit thicker in texture. Natural exfoliation begins. Do
not exfoliate yourself.
Day4: The skin begins to flake- peeling from the outside edges first.
Day5: Color finishes flaking off and appears softer and greyer for 8 weeks until color clarifies.

*Remember this is a two part procedure so your brows aren't fully finished until after the 2nd
session*

